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Allied Offers Tricycle Maneuverability

Allied’s newest

entry into the hot

high pressure arena

is the tricycle unit.

The new design is of-

fered complete with

hose reel and four-

wheel, three-point

steering. Allied’s

hose reel is capable

of holding 150 ft of hose and is adaptable to 

hold 300 ft on the same stand. Other features

include complete chemical control and a stain-

less steel float tank available as a special re-

quest. Customized versions are also offered.

Specifications: 3200 psi, 4.5 gpm; 8.5 hp, 1725

rpm Baldor motor.
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In-Plant Cleaning Systems from Ken-Pro Limited

Ken-Pro Limited Canada intro-

duces the K-Line Multi-Pro in-plant

cleaning system. Designed for effi-

cient multi-user capability, the

Multi-Pro system offers fully auto-

matic operation for up to four oper-

ators simultaneously. A compact

stainless steel stand allows place-

ment virtually anywhere, and fea-

tures such as on-board diagnostics

and individual pump serviceabil-

ity ensure maximum uptime. Applications include car

dealerships, food processing, agricultural and industrial 

plants. Specifications: Available in 240 V single-phase, and

208/440/575 V three-phase; choice of Comet, General, or

CAT high pressure pumps; pressures from 1000–3000 psi,

flows from 3.5–4.5 gpm per user.
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Power Cleaner Corporation

Reintroduces Han-Dee Machines

Power Cleaner Corporation rein-

troduces Han-Dee pressure wash-

ers. Unique features include an

onboard 6 gal solution tank and 5-

way valve, allowing high pressure

application of metered or 100 per-

cent solution, a capability unique

among machines of this size.

Applications include dairy parlors,

trucking companies, auto dealer-

ships, and body and detail shops. Specifications: H210, 2.2

gpm at 1000 psi; H214, 2 gpm at 1400 psi.
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TMI Introduces New Hard Surface Cleaners

The patented “Forward

Angle Spraying Technology”

of this design uses an electric

motor to rotate the spray arm

forward into the dirt. This works

like a putty knife to scrape dirt

off, instead of relying on water

pressure to turn the arm. The

arm rotates at a constant speed

regardless of the water pres-

sure. TMI produces two models:

19-in. and 10-in., both with 360 degree vacuum recovery.

The 10-in. model features a removable handle, facilitating

use on walls and other surfaces. Specifications: constant 1000

rpm, pressure 0–3000 psi, temperature up to 220˚ F.
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Hannay Reels Specially Designed for Pressure

Wash Industry

Hannay’s PW-2

Series reel is designed

to quickly mount to

almost any type of

pressure washer. Hose

handling is eased by a

four-roller hose guide

and a continuously

adjustable brake.

Specifications: maximum pressure, 4000

psi; fluid temperature range, 20–250˚ F.
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H2O Jet Inc Offers Orifice Mounts to the 

Cleaning Industry

After more

than a decade of

producing orifice

mounts and water-

jet parts for the

55,000 psi preci-

sion cutting indus-

try, H2O Jet Inc. now offers high quality mounts

to the cleaning industry. The same production

process is used to produce the new line of

“Blast I” and “Blast II” mounts. Specifications:
3⁄8–24 or metric thread, hex head style. Low pro-

file 2-piece style mounts are also offered.
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